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Land Capability Report:

1144-1166 Pine Rd Riana

Latitude: 41°19'6869 (S)

Longitude: 146°000'157 (E)

I have assessed the following location under instruction from RT & SM Duff "Knearly farm" under the
land capability classification standards as below.

The land is Class 5.5-5.9, dlx, 5 (unit of 5, due to surface water in winter that is poorly to very poorly
drained).

Class 5.5-5.9: The land is classified as 5.5-5.9, mainly Alluvium soil. This land is unsuitable for

cropping and has some severe limitations for any agricultural sustainable activity other than a farm-
let or hobby farm, therefore this property is only marginally suitable to a small grazing operation.
The land is severely "land blocked' by two physical barriers such as the Dial recreational area and

range on the Eastern side boundary and the Pine Rd on the Western side boundary. There are also
barriers of similar types, notably small land holdings, on both the Northern and Southern
boundaries.

I have also used a subclass of dlx due to,

(d) drainage limitations, resulting from the impeded permeability within the soil profile leading to

the development of anaerobic conditions for large parts of the year.

(I) There is a limiting layer of clay on a high percentage of the acreage, notably the area closest to

the Dial range.

(x) The complex topography of the Dial range on the Eastern boundary leads to reduced hours of sun

for a high period of the year.

Regards,

Darren Briggs

Senior Sales Agronomist

Roberts Ltd Tasmania

Mobile: 0448502838

Email: d_b_riggs@robertsJt d gomau


